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Overview
CPG advertiser leveraged the AdParlor platform to execute a real-time TV event 
based Campaign. The goal was to understand what the engagement rate boost 
would be, by promoting contextually relevant Tweet ad copy based on character 
events occurring in a specific show in real-time, which were targeted only to the 
viewers of the show. Additionally, the flight durations of these Campaigns were set to 
four hours only on the night the show aired. One of the challenges with this type of 
strategy is finding TV shows with enough active viewers and social chatter that can 
generate enough Twitter ad inventory to scale a large CPG brand’s Promoted Tweet 
Campaign budget. 

AdParlor Value Add
To make this truly scalable, the AdParlor platform provided the advertiser the ability 
to easily swap in new contextually relevant Tweets across multiple Campaigns 
in one simple bulk action using, the platform’s Actionable Reporting feature. This 
feature was the key to making this Campaign strategy scalable at night, in real-time, 
while the TV show was airing.

Objectives
 § CPE (cost-per-engagement) less than $1 – as this was the benchmark from 

previous evergreen Tweet Engagement Campaigns 

 § Maximize total available reach and 100% budget completion

 § Understand the workflow required to execute these types of Campaigns at 
scale in the future, and understand how to run multiple Campaigns concurrently 
against multiple shows

Key Highlights

 § Placement: Promoted Tweets in Timeline

 § Country/Gender Targeting: Canadian Women

 § TV Show Targeting: Two different shows were used as audience groups

 § Flight Dates: The Promoted Tweets were only run once the show started and 
were paused at midnight. This ensured the Promoted Tweets were still active in 
the viewers’ feeds after the show ended given the high level of user engagement 
“post-show” 

 § Tweet Copy: The Tweet copy was published in real-time based on events 
occurring during the two selected TV shows to ensure the highest potential user 
engagement

CPG Advertiser
CPG advertiser scales “Real-Time” Promoted Tweet 
Campaign to boost 2nd screen engagement

CASE STUDY

RESULTS

 $0.71 Cost-Per-Engagement (CPE)

 29% Reduction in CPE Costs

 8 “Real-time Reactive” Tweets
Across two separate nights, 
across two separate shows

 42%
Increased Engagement Rates
Comparing the “Real-Time” 
Campaigns which generated 
an Eng % of 3.68% compared 
to a control group of normal 
Campaigns the advertiser ran 
which leveraged standard 
targeting and evergreen Tweet 
copy, which produced an Eng 
% of 2.59%


